
6 Methodology

The study focused on comparison of the major themes of various novels of earnest

Hemingway and DH Lawrence. This study has been conducted by an observational type of the

comparative method. The basis of this study was the perusal of six novels of both the above

presented writers. Out of these six novels, the following three are by earnest Hemingway;

1. Farewell to Arms [1929]

2. Old Man and The Sea[1952]

3. Sun also Rises[1926]

The remaining three are by D. H. Lawrence –

1. Suns and Lovers [1913]

2. Women in Love [1920]

3. Lady Chatterley Lovers [1928]

The research methodology has described in intensive and extensive study of the novels with love

sex war psychological and enthusiasm depression historical and biographical approaches with

special focus upon the themes.  Self- exploration in which presented after making a deep study of

books as well review of literature and run experience.

Different method would be used to study on the subject matter. It is a table work various libraries

will be concerned to complete the research work and to collect data. There were many volumes,

reference books articles and critical works completed on the comparative study of the main themes

in the select novels of both novelists.  Different projects, magazines journals internet web sources

have been used to prepare the research. Different opinion of experts    and guidance of supervisor

will be taken. Thesis will be written and typed according to the documentation of m l a handbook.

This research provides the intellectual frame work for a deeper understanding of the comparison of

themes.



7 Work Plan and Chapterisation

The following is an overview of the chapter that presented in this research

1. The first chapter will be introductory and will discuss the introduction, background and

biography of the novelist and sociological insight into various characters of concerned novels.

2. The second chapter will be devoted to review of the related literature.                                    A

body of prior works done is very essential to be taken care of for a good research project.

3. The third chapter will deal with sociological and psychological issues related to the characters of

selected novels of earnest Hemingway and DH Lawrence.

4. The fourth chapters will analysis the portrayal of characters as victims of race, adventurous love

sex struggle economical sociological psychological and social problems issues presented in the

major novels, related for the study.

5. The fifth chapter wills analysis the gradual evolution and self assertion marginalization and

exclusion.

The sixth chapter and last chapter will conclude the entire discussion and will submit the
findings of the present study.


